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Abstract – 5G is the latest generation of mobile networks, developed with the purpose of faster 

communication, more spectrum use, and lower latency. With 5G in such high demand, the need 
for specific services for customers is essential. The federation of 5G services and resources refers 
to service providers working together to orchestrate services across many domains. Not only will 
customers have their networking needs met, but it also allows for opportunities for improving 
services.  There are many suggestions on how to improve federation for 5G, which includes 
implementing technologies like blockchain and Machine Learning (ML). These technologies 
contain features that could improve the security, speed, and efficiency of the federation process. 
This paper presents a comprehensive review of the federation of 5G services and resources, the 
federation process, enabling technologies, such as blockchain and ML, and potential challenges. 
Additionally, this paper includes a discussion on recent work and future directions for improving 
federation.    
Keywords – 5G, service federation, resource federation, security, network slicing, blockchain, 
machine learning 

I. Introduction 
Throughout the history of mobile networks, new demands for faster performance, increased 

availability, and efficient energy use have expanded to something that was seen as impossible. 
With this rate of growth comes the need for more advanced communication tools and techniques 
to fulfill consumer needs. For instance, network slicing, which provisions hardware network 
functions into standardized software, is utilized to provide a ubiquitous platform that can be used 
in a variety of ways. Advanced communication can be achieved through network slicing with its 
ability to create network pods, tailored for specific roles, that match customers’ specific needs.  

One of the most important techniques used to match advanced communication demands is 
service and resource federation. Federation allows users to utilize different resources from 
Administrative Domains (ADs) based on their needs. This allows service providers to offer 
services and resources to match users’ demands. 

Although these custom services help customers and the mobile network industry, there are 
potential issues to consider. With the need for specialized and diverse services, it may be difficult 
to manage and control the federation of all these resources. Finding a way to organize these 
resources while protecting customers’ privacy and isolating each specialized service to ensure the 
best cybersecurity practices. Another issue involves devices and/or domains each having different 
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configurations, which could be a data privacy issue. In technology, devices and domains are often 
configured in diverse ways, with a wide range of protocols and configurations. Using diverse 
communication protocols and standards makes 5G federation more complicated and less secure. 

Research has been conducted in recent years to find ways to improve the federation process 
and different applications have been proposed. These proposals use blockchain, Machine Learning 
(ML), and other novel techniques as solutions to potential security and management concerns with 
5G federation. Both blockchain and ML offer unique features, such as encryption and automated 
actions, that could help improve the way 5G resources are federated. 

This paper’s main contribution will be the analysis of recent literature work related to the 
federation of services, highlighting the ideas and concerns related to 5G. It also provides an 
overview of blockchain and ML technologies, that can assist in improving the federation process. 
Since these technologies are essential to understanding federation, it is crucial to highlight how 
they all connect to form this concept. The contributions of our paper are listed below: 

• Review of 5G and federation: The background of 5G, the federation of services and 
resources, and an introduction to the technologies that can be used within the federation 
process. 
• Discuss key concepts related to federation: Analyze the steps and components involved in 
federating services and resources. 
• Highlight the challenges related to service federation and the technologies used with it: 
Identify and discuss the open issues with the federation of 5G services and resources. 
• Experimentation with AI-enabled mobile network: Experiment with 5G AI network traffic 
in normal and extreme conditions. 
• Future research directions: Based on our findings, we have provided potential and relevant 
challenges that must be researched further. This will help with future 5G developments, along 
with the technologies that help with the federation process. 
Section II provides background information about what 5G is and the federation process. 

Section III presents a literature review on the key applications of blockchain and ML to improve 
federation. Section IV provides a discussion on the lessons learned throughout recent publications 
and future opportunities for service and resource federation in 5G. 

II. Background 
5G is the fifth generation of mobile networks, intending to provide more availability, 

reliability, and lower latency than previous generations. 5G can support a 100x traffic increase 
compared to 4G, data rates of over 100 Megabits-per-second (Mbps), and utilizes Millimeter 
waves for better spectrum use [4]. With the demand for fast connections growing, 5G was a 
massive milestone for wireless communications. Although it has many improvements compared 
to 4G, some cybersecurity issues have yet to be resolved. 

An important concept in 5G for providing specific needs for customers is federation. 5G 
federation is when services and resources are orchestrated across various Administrative Domains 
(ADs) [1].  This topic is important for 5G because it allows customers to request specific needs for 
their network that may be distinct compared to requests from other customers. The federation of 



services and/or resources allows service providers to either provide services and/or resources to 
their customers or to collaborate with other providers to extend services, which helps expand the 
capabilities of 5G. For example, when a cell tower is overwhelmed by too much traffic, a 
neighboring cell tower can help offload this traffic so users can still use the services they need. 
When multi-vendor and commercial service providers, such as AT&T and Verizon, work together 
in federating services, there are potential opportunities for further research and developments in 
improving 5G  The goal of 5G is to provide end users with the best data rates and services that 
meet their needs, which is why the federation of 5G services is necessary.  

 
Figure 1: Centralized, decentralized, and distributed network models comparison [9]. 
Federation interactions in 5G can be done in a variety of ways, which include centralized, 

decentralized, or distributed. Centralized solutions have a single entity that all ADs trust. This 
entity moderates federation interaction, and all participating ADs trust this single mediator. The 
solution is scalable and trusted but is a single point of failure and requires persistent servicing. 
Decentralized solutions have peer-to-peer connections established with each external AD. For 
these connections to happen, it takes time for each connection to establish a business agreement. 
The solution does not have the risk of a single point of failure due to the connectivity between 
every AD but requires more time to configure and has the lowest scalability out of all the 
interaction solutions. A distributed solution is like a centralized solution, but the central entity is 
distributed to each AD. It’s a hybrid approach with the same benefits as centralized, except it no 
longer has a single point of failure. Figure 1 reveals the models for the centralized, decentralized, 
and distributed solutions, and illustrates how the ADs are connected in different ways. 

All the discussed solutions follow a procedure, starting with registration and ending with a 
service or resource deployed. Establishing a peer-to-peer connection or registering with a central 
entity is the first step of this process. After completing registration, the discovery process begins 
with the ADs exchanging details of what services and/or resources they can provide. Once it is 
decided that a part of their services and resources can be federated, an announcement with its offer 



is sent to all potential providers. The announcement contains a detailed explanation of what they 
need. Once the announcement is obtained, the potential providers determine whether they have the 
required services and/or resources or not. If an AD can meet those requirements, they respond with 
the pricing of the service. Once the customer receives offers from multiple ADs, they reply to the 
offer that best meets their needs. The provider then starts to deploy the federated service and 
resources. Once it is deployed, the provider sends the customer information on usage and the 
charging procedure, in which the provider will begin charging for the federated service until the 
customer terminates it. The discussed sequence of communications in the federation process is 
illustrated in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Sequence of communications as part of the federation process [1]. 

A. Technologies with 5G Federation 
With technology evolving, research is being conducted to find ways to incorporate innovative 

technologies with 5G to improve performance and security. Blockchain and Machine Learning 
(ML) are emerging technologies researchers are looking to integrate into the federation process. 
These technologies provide solutions to federation problems and introduce new features, which 
will help improve the future of 5G services and resources.  

Blockchain, as [10] puts it, is a digital ledger technology (DLT) that contains a history of 
transactions and events in a database. Once information is stored in a blockchain, it cannot be 
erased. Blockchain can be used in the federation process for security and transparency between 
service providers. For example, once a customer accepts an offer from a service provider after the 
bidding process, payment information will be kept confidential with blockchain encrypting 
messages.  

Machine Learning (ML) is a part of artificial intelligence (AI) where systems consume 
information to learn and improve with any instructions [14]. ML requires an algorithm to analyze 
different data and learn over time. After it learns enough information through the data provided, it 
can be used to make predictions and decisions automatically for 5G. For example, ML could allow 
for better resource management, as it learns when resources need to be used more often or not 



used. The following section will discuss recent literature covering key technologies that are 
helping advance the federation of 5G services and resources. 

III. Literature Review 
 
A. Federation With Blockchain 

Blockchain is the use of cryptography to store data in secure blocks, which contain linked 
records of transactions. Some of blockchain’s features that can be used in the federation process 
include transparency, automation, and increased security. Using distributed ledgers with a 
permissioned blockchain, all participants in the network will have the same information on 
transactions and data. This eliminates potential fraudulent transactions during the federation 
process. With smart contracts, communications between ADs are triggered automatically once 
conditions are met. This increases process efficiency and reduces the need for human intervention. 
Blockchain also has properties, such as linking transaction information together over time, which 
makes it difficult to manipulate any information within the blocks. Once information is entered 
into the blockchain, it cannot be modified. 

Many proposals have been made that use blockchain to improve the federation process for 5G 
services and resources. [1] proposed applying distributed ledgers for distributed interactions over 
multiple administrative domains. This proposal improves security, privacy, and efficiency when 
administrative domains interact during the federation process. It also requires a one-time setup 
with fast registration times for the administrative domains. The conducted experiments reveal that 
the mining time in this process remained about the same with any number of transactions and that 
the total federation time remained linear as more bidders were involved. [2] discusses using 
blockchain by implementing smart contracts as a network slice (NS) broker. The smart contracts 
will be used for automating the negotiations/agreements related to slice-brokering functions. This 
improves the effectiveness of negotiations for Service Level Agreements (SLA) and reduces the 
complexity of coordinating these communications. [3] proposed using a distributed broker system 
with a blockchain-based bidding system for requesting and distributing resources over various 
domains securely. This process is designed for network operators to communicate these requests 
with each other in a transparent manner. This provides effective resource provisioning, security, 
and high-speed performance for federating services and resources. 

With blockchain’s valuable features, some issues could impact resource and service federation. 
A review of applications of blockchain in 5G [16] expressed concerns with large amounts of 
bandwidth being consumed, resulting in overhead. To reach a consensus during the federation 
process, blockchain requires a lot of bandwidth and power. When blockchain broadcasts 
transactions to be approved during the blockchain process, it results in considerable overhead 
added to the network traffic that could impact network bandwidth. Not only will this impact 
bandwidth, but reaching a consensus could take longer with the imposed resource constraints. [15] 
and [16] both discuss another issue, which is scalability with blockchain. Blockchain can only 
handle a certain number of Transactions Per Second (TPS) and store a certain amount of data 
before performance is affected. 5G’s goal is to provide high throughput communication, and the 



federation process should be quick and efficient, from request to service deployment. If blockchain 
cannot handle an increase in transactions and storage, it will impact the user’s experience. 

Blockchain is also susceptible to various types of attacks that could impact resource and service 
federation. [18] describes different blockchain attacks, such as Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) and 
malleability attacks, that could negatively impact the federation process. A man-in-the-middle 
attack can be used to target device or service provider information being shared using blockchain. 
This type of attack violates user privacy and is used to gather/alter sensitive data. If a malicious 
actor coordinates this attack, they can intercept the conversation between ADs and/or service 
providers, collect user information, and alter these conversations. Tampering with the information 
sent in this process could change the outcome of the federated service and/or resources, leading to 
potential financial, legal, and resource allocation issues. A malleability attack is the ability to 
change a transaction’s digital signature before it’s assigned to the chain, without invalidating it. 
Because this attack is performed before the transaction is validated, it is viewed as a valid 
transaction and is then validated. During the federation process, having a validated transaction, 
which is a fake transaction, could affect the outcome of the federated service and/or resources. 

Table 1 provides an overview of the discussed proposals for utilizing blockchain technology 
to enhance the federation of 5G services and resources. The reference section of the table provides 
index numbers for the studies and detailed proposals for further reading. 

 
Table 1: Federation Examples Utilizing Blockchain. 

Ref. Use Case How It's Used Problem Solved Challenges 
[1] Use distributed 

ledger technologies 
for the federation of 
5G services and 
interactions between 
administrative 
domains 

Where each 
administrative domain runs 
a single node in the network, 
a permissioned blockchain 
is implemented. A 
Federation Smart Contract 
(FSC) is installed on the 
blockchain to run as a 
distributed authority. 

- Smart contracts add security and trust 
among participants 
- Simple one-time system set up with fast 
registration time  
- Service federation is executed quickly, no 
matter the number of bidding provider 
domains 
- Improves interaction between administrative 
domains that federate network services 

- Potential 
high maintenance 
costs 

[2] Multi-operator 
network slicing with 
blockchain 

Deploying smart 
contracts and blockchain as 
a distributed ledger in a 
network slice broker system. 
The network slice broker 
handles the allocation of 
resources and network 
traffic supervision. 

- Transactions are verified with 
signatures and time stamps to prevent non-
repudiation problems 
- Smart contracts help reduce coordination 
complexity  
- Reduces transaction costs 

- Requires a 
large amount of 
data storage 
- Power 
consumption 

[3] Resource 
provisioning using a 
distributed 
blockchain-based 
broker 

A blockchain-based 
bidding system is used for 
network operators to 
provide and request 
resources. These requests 
are secure, transparent, and 
quick.   

- Removes the need for the long 
memorandum of understanding (MoU) 
process 

- Allows for Service Level Agreement 
(SLA) requirements from network operators 
through monitoring of cross-domain resource 
Quality of Service (QoS) metrics 

- Improved throughput (comparing DBB 
(Distributed Brokering System) video traffic 
with non-DBB video traffic) 

- Needs more 
types of network 
traffic to compare 
with  

 



B. Federation With Machine Learning 
Machine Learning (ML), as described in [6], is the ability of a computing system to learn by 

extracting data without any instructions. This is done using algorithms to analyze various kinds of 
data. Some of ML’s features used in the federation process include predictive modeling, 
automation, and adaptiveness [8]. Predictive modeling can be used in the federation process to 
determine when to expect certain events. For example, it can predict the number of resource 
requests per day or determine when there is the potential for service and/or resource failure. ML 
can use the data it learns to start automating tasks, such as enabling and disabling features, which 
reduces the need for human intervention. ML can also adapt to new data, as algorithms were 
designed to continuously learn. This data could be related to new services, resources, and/or 
current mobile network trends, which allows for improved performance and precision as more 
information becomes available. 

Many proposals use ML to improve the federation process for 5G services and resources. [11] 
proposed using times series forecasting analytics, a ML technique, with 5G Core network data to 
predict events and improve network performance. By collecting information on resource usage, 
such as the rate of operation failures over time, the ML algorithm can predict the workload on the 
network, improve resource management, and use the data to avoid unforeseen failures. [12] 
introduces a Q-learning algorithm that produces decisions for increasing revenue without 
additional processing and computation for resources. This solution benefits ADs by making 
profitable decisions and increasing efficiency during the federation process. The Q-learning 
algorithm was tested to show its effectiveness in different scenarios, such as deploying resources 
quickly with or without checking available resources and calculating potential profit based on these 
scenarios. [13] introduced an orchestration methodology for session-based services using deep 
reinforcement learning. A ML algorithm is used to help make decisions on federating online 
session-based services, such as video games and video conferences. The framework’s goal is to 
maximize the QoS and minimize the number of resources needed to be federated while providing 
reliable and consistent services for users. 

Despite ML’s valuable features, some issues could impact resource and service federation. [5] 
discusses concerns about ML misconfigurations. When ML algorithms begin to learn what to do 
using the data provided, there is a chance for errors and incorrect configurations to occur. When 
federating resources and/or services, these misconfigurations could impact performance, security, 
and availability. With more data becoming available over time and the algorithm continuing to 
learn, misconfigurations are less likely to occur. [7] discusses the concern of fake datasets being 
uploaded for ML training. Fake datasets are used to train ML to do incorrect things or to replace 
all real data with unsolicited data. This can result in misconfiguration, with similar impacts on 
performance and security. It could also impact predictive modeling and automation used for 
federation. 

ML is also susceptible to various types of attacks that could impact resource and service 
federation. [19] describes different ML attacks, such as data and model poisoning attacks, that 
could affect the federation process. A data poisoning attack is when ML training data is tampered 



with, leading to the algorithm producing unexpected outputs. This impacts the performance of the 
algorithm and decreases its accuracy when making important decisions. If the tampered data is not 
detected early in the learning process, restarting this process from the beginning will take a long 
time, which is not ideal for users. Tampering with ML training data will also impact decision-
making in the federation process. For example, when determining the best option when requesting 
services and/or resources, the ML algorithm will most likely not pick the option based on what it 
knows. A model poisoning attack is used to influence the machine learning algorithm. This attack 
focuses on changing the algorithm and does not tamper with the data already used. By tampering 
with the model and algorithm, future data that is used as input may lead to issues like 
miscategorized data and the potential for backdoors to be inserted into the model. 

Table 2 provides an overview of the discussed proposals for utilizing ML technology to 
improve the federation of 5G services and resources. The reference section of the table provides 
index numbers for the studies and detailed proposals for further reading. 

 
Table 2: Federation Examples Using Machine Learning. 

Ref. Use Case How It's Used Problem 
Solved 

Challenges 

[11] Time 
Series 
Forecasting in 
Software 5G 
Networks 

- Time series forecasting (an 
essential field of Machine 
Learning) is used with 5G core to 
predict future network events 
and potential resource usage. 

- Predictions can be used to 
determine whether accepting 
resource requests will impact 
resource usage and availability. 

- Uses a supervised learning 
algorithm. 

- Improved 
resource 
management 
- Can predict 
unexpected failures 
to occur within the 
5G network 
- Automated 
network 
management and 
maintenance 

- There is a need for 
more accurate datasets 

- Takes time to make 
more accurate decisions 

[12] Resource 
federation 
algorithm that 
makes 
decisions for 
Administrative 
Domains (ADs)  

- A Q-learning algorithm 
(value-based) is used to make 
federation deployment decisions 
that provide a revenue increase 
and improved computational 
efficiency. 

- Uses a reinforcement 
learning algorithm. 

- Resource 
management to 
prevent resource 
shortage 

- No increase 
in re-calculations 
and processing for 
available resources 
and services 

- The state space 
grows with more 
federation components to 
represent 

[13] Service 
orchestration for 
session-based 
services based 
on a deep 
reinforcement 
learning 
framework 

- A ML service orchestration 
algorithm is used to make 
decisions to provide high-quality 
performance for session-based 
applications/services. 

- Uses a reinforcement 
learning algorithm. 

- Saving 
resources by 
making decisions to 
minimize the 
amount needed 

- Improved 
QoS 

- There is a need for 
improvements in effective 
resource management 

- Some specific 
deployment requirements 
may affect the network 
performance 

 



IV. Discussion and Future Directions 

Figure 3: Google Scholar search results on 5G and federation technologies within the last 5 years. 

Recent research outcomes have provided insight into how 5G federation can become more 
advanced with blockchain and ML. The federation process can further expand with these 
technologies to address the concerns of resource management, privacy, and Quality of Service 
(QoS). Blockchain provides secure communication, transparency, and smart contracting for the 
federation process to address privacy issues. ML provides automation and data analysis for better 
management and improved quality of federated resources and/or services. Over the last few years, 
5G has grown from an idea into a reality. Not only is 5G used in smartphones, but it is expanding 
its capabilities by being used in cars, Internet of Things (IoT) devices, and more in the future. 
Furthermore, 5G networks will continue utilizing a variety of technologies to make it the best it 
can be. Figure 3 shows the number of Google Scholar papers on 5G, resource and service 
federation, and the discussed technologies for improving the federation process. Research on these 
topics, such as ML, appears to be increasing over time. This is due to further developments in a 
variety of ML topics, such as Artificial Intelligence, reinforcement learning, and deep learning. 

A. Blockchain 
Looking back at Table 1 in Section III, each example used blockchain with 5G federation in 

different ways. [1] used distributed ledger technology to help improve the process of federating 
5G services across multiple domains. Although the experiments show the solution is effective at 
completing AD registration quickly in the federation process, there are other variables, like client 
and node machine hardware and operating system, that could be changed to see if it alters 
performance. [2] utilized smart contracts in a network slice broker system for higher transparency 
and transaction validation in the federation process. The paper provides a detailed description of 
the allocation procedure, with a diagram representing the proposal, but does not experiment with 
their proposed solution. Testing the proposal would improve the credibility of the work and could 
provide researchers with information to experiment further. [3] uses a distributed blockchain-based 
broker that creates a bidding system with blockchain for providing and requesting resources. An 
experiment comparing video streaming quality with and without the proposed system revealed that 
streaming quality was improved with the system. While this experiment provided us with 



information on video quality, the paper lacks testing on other performance metrics, such as 
download speed, upload speed, and game performance. 

Based on the recent discussions on blockchain within the federation process, certain aspects 
could be researched further. One future research direction is scalability. Due to slow transaction 
speeds with certain blockchain implementations, it may be challenging to use in the 5G federation 
process. Service and resource federation was designed to be quick and straightforward for both 
customers and providers, but blockchain could alter this process. Although [2] discusses how 
blockchain with 5G helps increase network performance and scalability, the majority of recent 
work discusses challenges with scalability with blockchain Finding ways to improve transaction 
speeds without affecting federation performance should be studied further. Another future research 
direction is storage management. Depending on the number of services and resources ADs can 
provide, the amount of data stored in a blockchain always increases, as the data is never altered or 
removed. When receiving requests for resources from other ADs, it is important to consider how 
much data will need to be stored in a blockchain in the future. [15] discusses how further research 
is needed to find ways to condense or better manage data stored in a blockchain, along with 
improved blockchain architectures and consensus algorithms. This would allow for more resource 
requests without the need to buy more storage. One final future research direction is data handling. 
Finding a way to determine what parts of the federation process could use blockchain and what 
information wouldn’t need its features. It would be ideal to use blockchain only for specific steps 
or components that need improvement, preventing significant impacts on performance. Finding 
ways to determine higher priority data in the 5G federation process that should use blockchain, 
potentially using ML for decision-making, is something that should be studied. [15] discusses 
choosing high-priority parameters to store in its blockchain, such as start and termination times for 
service, QoS parameters, and charging evidence, due to expensive data storage costs. Table 3 
provides an overview of topics related to blockchain that could be researched further to improve 
federation. 

Table 3: Summary of Future Opportunities with Blockchain. 
Research 

Direction 
Challenges Considerations 

Scalability - Slow transactions 
- Limits on the number of 

transactions (depending on the 
type of blockchain) 

- Lengthy transaction times 
can affect performance 

- Methods of increasing transaction 
speeds without affecting the level of security 

Storage 
Management 

- The amount of data 
stored in blockchain always 
increases 

- Methods of compressing data stored in 
blockchain 

- Methods of splitting up storage to reduce 
the storage usage on a single node 

Data 
Handling 

- Determining where in the 
federation process blockchain 
would be most beneficial  

- Determining what data 
should be stored in a 
blockchain 

- Every step in the federation process 
doesn’t need to use blockchain 

- Experiments on different steps in the 
federation process to identify where 
blockchain could work and where it could 
cause potential complications 



 
B. Machine Learning 

Looking back at Table 2 in Section III, each example used ML with 5G federation in different 
ways. [11] used a subsection of ML, time series forecasting, and the 5G core model to help predict 
future network and device events using resource usage statistics in the federation process. 
Although few datasets are available, the experiment conducted demonstrates the solution’s ability 
to predict memory and CPU usage over time. If future experiments are conducted based on this 
solution, other performance metrics, such as the amount of data traffic and component 
temperatures, can be evaluated for future component predictions. [12] proposes a value-based 
reinforcement learning algorithm for service and resource deployment decisions that are most 
profitable and optimal. Experiments on the learning rate, discount factor, and performance of the 
Q-learning algorithm reveal favorable results in overall performance compared to other federation 
approaches. The authors of the paper focus on the importance of profiting from deployment 
decisions, but future papers can expand on other advantages of algorithm decision-making for both 
customers and providers, such as automation, downtime prevention, resource, and scalability 
decisions. [13] focuses on the federation of session-based services using a deep reinforcement 
learning algorithm to make service orchestration decisions to improve performance. When 
assessing this solution, experiment results displayed its ability to handle high-load scenarios, use 
a small number of resources, and exhibit computation times that are suitable for real-time 
processes. The authors of this paper provided information on many experiments completed and 
suggested further research on other algorithms and edge computing models. 

Based on the recent discussions on ML within the federation process, certain aspects could be 
researched further. One future research direction is evaluating how network topologies could affect 
ML framework performance. The way a network is organized and designed can potentially affect 
how a ML algorithm runs, but determining what factors could impact the framework’s 
performance is something to be studied. Device configurations, device types, network connections, 
and enabled features are factors that may influence performance and should be assessed. Another 
future research direction is energy consumption. Like blockchain, ML requires a lot of 
computational power and storage. The training phase is the most essential part of the ML process, 
which uses the most power and resources. Because the training process is important for assuring 
the efficiency and effectiveness of the algorithm in the future, it is difficult to find ways to use less 
power or energy. A few practical solutions exist to reduce the load on storage and resources, like 
deploying ML on the cloud, but that could create other issues like data mobility and the risk of 
information exposure to public networks. Finding alternative methods of reducing energy 
consumption without any detrimental impacts can be further researched. The final future research 
direction is the lack of datasets. There are some datasets available online for ML efforts, but even 
fewer for 5G and service federation. We need more diverse datasets focused on security, prediction 
models, and resource management to further 5G federation research developments. Finding ways 
to create more datasets for public use or collaborating with companies affiliated with mobile 
networks to get data for testing are suggestions to consider. [6] discusses how researchers have 



limited access to datasets and how telecommunication companies are not willing to share this 
information. It also mentions that researchers are attempting to create their own datasets with 
limited information available to the public. Table 4 provides an overview of topics related to ML 
that could be researched further to improve federation. 

 

Table 4: Summary of Future Opportunities with Machine Learning. 
Research 

Direction 
Challenges Considerations 

Network 
Topologies 
Impacting ML 
Performance 

- Variables like device 
type, configurations, and 
network communications could 
affect the performance of a ML 
algorithm 

- Conduct experiments on various ML 
algorithms and change different variables to 
see if there are any changes in performance 

Energy 
Consumption 

- A lot of power and energy 
is required for the ML training 
phase 

- Power and energy 
management is important for all 
services and resources and 
should be distributed fairly 

- Methods of transferring a part or all ML 
resources to a cloud service or off-site 
provider, without impacting its configurations 
and running processes. 

Lack of 
Datasets 

- There are almost no 
datasets available related to 
federating 5G services and 
resources 

- More datasets need to be 
created by researchers and/or 
companies for public use 

- Collaborations with mobile service 
providers to get any type of dataset available 
for public use or providing datasets to private 
researchers to share experiment results 

- Find ways to get real-world data 

 
A. Open AI Cellular (OAIC) 

Open AI Cellular (OAIC) is an open-source effort that provides libraries and toolsets that 
contain AI controllers and an AI testing framework [20]. This effort helps towards development 
and research on AI-enabled cellular radio networks. OAIC provides a framework, as shown in 
Figure 4, that acknowledges various open-source 5G software, which allows users to implement 
radio access network intelligent controllers (RICs) and O-RAN interfaces for testbed and 
production real-time experiments. 

 
Figure 4: Open AI Cellular (OAIC) Framework [20]. 



OAIC provides instructions for allowing users to create their own 5G network. This can be 
used for testing 5G network components, learning about 5G, and developing tools and software 
related to mobile networks. When running a 5G network with OAIC, there are a few components 
used that are important to know. The first component is the EPC, which represents the core of the 
network. It is used for session management, mobility management, and authentication. The second 
component is the gNB/gNodeB, which functions like a base station, providing connectivity 
between the EPC and the user. The third component is the User Equipment (UE), which is the 
mobile device that will be connected to the 5G network. Figure [NUMBER] shows each of the 
components in separate terminal windows. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: The top left terminal represents the EPC. The top right terminal represents the 
gNodeB. The bottom terminal represents the UE. 

V. Practical Experiments and Results 

Our first experiment will test how well components within the configured OAIC installation 
can handle Denial-of-service (DOS) traffic. We ran normal traffic (pings) on the simulated 5G 
network for 2 hours to get a baseline of data rates, amount of traffic sent, and component 



performance. After running normal traffic, we ran a DOS attack on the gNodeB for 2 hours to 
compare component performance with the normal traffic performance.  

  
Figure 6: The bit rate of the 5G network per hour. Hours 20 and 21 are with normal traffic, 

and hours 22 and 23 are with DOS attack traffic. 
 

For the normal traffic, we used vnStat [21] to track network and component performance and 
ping to send traffic within the network. This will be used as a baseline to see how the network 
performance is without any large traffic. We would ping for 2 hours, then transition into running 
a DOS attack on the gNodeB. We used hping3 to flood the network with requests for our DOS 
attack to see how it would impact overall performance. While monitoring normal and DOS traffic, 
we used vnStat to create a graph showing data rates per hour, logged ping time to see if there were 
any delays in responses, and logged iperf [22] bitrates from the user equipment and network side. 
The results from this experiment show that there is a noticeable decrease in bit rate and longer 
response times while running the DOS attack.  Figure 6 shows the bit rate from the network 
interface srs_spgw_sgi, which is where this AI-enabled 5G network is running. The figure shows 
the bit rate increasing from hour 20 to 21, which is when the normal traffic was sent. It also shows 
that from hour 21 to 00, the bit rate was decreasing, which was when the DOS attack was running.  



 
Figure 7: A comparison of bit rates during normal traffic and DOS traffic. 

 
Figure 7 shows the second-by-second bit rate of the base station, tracked with iperf, from both the 
normal and DOS traffic over 2 hours. The normal traffic bit rate is higher overall, while the DOS 
traffic is lower and has multiple spikes where the bit rate drops close to 0. 

 

Figure 8: A comparison of ping response time during normal traffic and DOS traffic. 
 
Figure 8 shows the second-by-second ping response time when pinging the base station during 

normal and DOS traffic over 2 hours. The response time was quicker during normal traffic, while 
there were moments during the DOS traffic when it would take more than 500ms for a response. 
The attack appears to have impacted the network response time, with many spikes in response 
time. 

 

 

 
Figure 9: Implementing slow slicing (top) and fast slicing (bottom). 



Our second experiment will test how well components within the configured OAIC installation 
with RAN slicing can handle Denial-of-service (DOS) traffic. OAIC offers two different ways of 
implementing RAN slicing, which includes slow and fast slices. Slow slicing is where there are 
fewer slices, meaning higher data rates for each slice. Fast slicing is where there are more slices, 
meaning lower data rates. For each type of slicing, we collected ping and iperf information in 
normal traffic for 2 hours, then collected the same information while under a DOS attack for 2 
hours. Figure 9 shows the implementation of slow and fast slices on the simulated 5G network. 

 

Figure 10: A comparison of bit rates during slow-sliced normal traffic and DOS traffic. 
 
For the slow slices, the results from this experiment show that there is a noticeable decrease in 

bit rate and slightly longer response times. Figure 10 shows the second-by-second bit rate of the 
base station with slow slices, tracked with iperf, from both the normal and DOS traffic over 2 
hours. The normal traffic bit rate is higher overall, while the DOS traffic is lower, and both had a 
large spike towards the beginning where their bit rate reached below 1 Mbit/sec. When comparing 
these results to the non-sliced network, the slow sliced network had jumps in data rates from high 
to low, which is something to pay attention to. There are also fewer spikes where the bit rate 
reaches below 1 Mbit/sec. 

Figure 11: A comparison of ping response time during slow-sliced normal traffic and DOS 
traffic. 



Figure 11 shows the second-by-second ping response time when pinging the base station with 
slow slices during normal and DOS traffic over 2 hours. The ping response time was faster during 
normal traffic, but there were only a few spikes where the response time was almost 400ms. 
Compared to the non-sliced network, there were fewer spikes in response time, except for one 
huge spike in the slow sliced network towards the beginning. 

 

Figure 12: A comparison of bit rates during fast-sliced normal traffic and DOS traffic. 
 
For the fast slices, the results from this experiment show that there is a slight decrease in bitrate 

during a DOS attack. Figure 12 shows the second-by-second bit rate of the base station with fast 
slices, tracked with iperf, from both the normal and DOS traffic over 2 hours. Although the bit rate 
during the DOS is slightly lower, it appears the attack did not have a large impact. The fast slices 
were able to manage this attack very well. 

Figure 13: A comparison of ping response time during fast-sliced normal traffic and DOS traffic 
 
Figure 13 shows the second-by-second ping response time when pinging the base station with 

fast slices during normal and DOS traffic over 2 hours. There is a noticeable difference in response 
time between the normal and DOS traffic. The DOS traffic had longer response times compared 
to normal traffic, which is the common trend with each of these experiments. Compared to the 
slow slices, the response time had a wider range of response times. The fast slices ping response 
time averaged between 150 to 500ms, while the slow slices averaged between 200 and 300ms. 



Based on the results of these experiments, the RAN-sliced 5G network appeared to handle the 
DOS attack better than the regular 5G network. The RAN sliced network had little to no drops in 
bit rate and fewer large spikes in ping response time compared to the regular network. This 
experiment reveals that a DOS attack can impact the AI-enabled mobile network’s performance, 
but implementing RAN slicing could reduce the effects on network performance. For future 
experiments, longer tests could be conducted, along with testing other types of network attacks on 
the simulated 5G network. 

 
VI. Conclusion 

5G continues to evolve as emerging technologies are implemented to meet users’ performance, 
security, and privacy needs. This paper has provided insight into what federating services and 
resources can do for the future of 5G. Our literature review describes various approaches for using 
blockchain and ML to expand the capabilities of federating 5G resources. The review also 
highlights the advantages, disadvantages, and challenges associated with 5G federation and other 
technologies, i.e., blockchain and ML. We experimented with an AI-enabled 5G network to learn 
more about AI in mobile networks and to see how different factors affect network performance. 
Finally, we share our analysis of what recent literature could’ve done, along with future directions 
and limitations for future research. For future work, we plan to extend the current work with the 
cybersecurity and 5G work listed in [23-97] to implement the proposed technologies. 
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